
Extraordinary 
Service Cultures 
The people-plan for creating 
experiences, so your people  
take care of your customers.



Jaquie Scammell is passionate about people and 
relationships. This is the heart of everything she 
teaches, and it’s everything that superior customer 
service relies on.
She has spent most of her career at the intersection of employee and 
customer, observing how the two relate: from the shopfront floor of 
McDonald’s when she was 16 to the stage as a sought-after speaker, 
facilitator and coach working with some of the largest global workforces 
in retail, banking and hospitality, as well as major airports, stadiums and 
events at Wembley Stadium in the UK and the Australian Open Grand 
Slam in Melbourne.

Jaquie has managed and advised small and large workforces. The latter 
includes businesses with more than 9,500 staff interacting with millions of 
fans on a daily basis. But no matter the size of the business or how many 
customers they converse with, her observations and her message remain 
the same: you must create more meaningful relationships to increase your 
customer connection.

Jaquie makes service engaging and effortless. She helps businesses 
remember that great service is not always about systems and processes, 
but about simple, everyday interactions with real people.

Her unique teachings reveal a deep appreciation for the human side of 
business and through practical experiences, she has built a philosophy 
that concentrates on the leaders of the organisations first, equipping 
them to spread the DNA of a service mindset throughout their teams.

As an author (Service Mindset and Service Habits), regular blogger, 
media contributor, and qualified yoga and meditation teacher, your 
audience will easily connect with and relate to Jaquie. 

jaquiescammell.com

Introduction

The less we see employees 
and customers as separate, the 
more our service will inspire.

The less we see ourselves as 
separate from others, the more 
we will want to serve.

JAQUIE SCAMMELL2
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We have created complex systems and internal processes that, 
while designed to help our teams, often stop us from delivering the 
service we know our customers crave.

Like many other leaders and companies, you have probably 
tried – and failed – many times to operationalise your customer 
service culture. The reason? You have forgotten that human beings 
are unpredictable creatures and customer service is anything but 
routine and automatic.

Customer service is a privilege and those employees who inter- 
act with your customers on a day-to-day basis have the power to 
positively impact someone’s life, not to mention your brand. Yet 
a lot of the time, especially in Australia, those interactions are 
negative.

In June 2019, Deloitte put out an article, While the future of work 
is human, Australia faces a major skills crisis, which stated that 
two thirds of the jobs created between now and 2030 will be 
reliant on soft skills. 

At the time of the article being published, there was a multi-million 
dollar gap between the skills needed for the future and the number 
of people with those ‘skills’, which were skills of the heart, including 
empathy, good judgment, social intelligence and deep listening. 

Businesses lacking skilled employees with the interpersonal skills 
that make customers feel seen, heard and understood, will need to 
address this in the coming months to be able to stand out and be 
memorable in the eyes of the consumer.

When it comes to winning the hearts and minds of your customers, 
it’s the behaviours of your frontline employees that influence your 
whole organisation’s performance and results.

How customers feel when they interact with your employees and 
frontline staff determines how they feel about your company itself. 
This is what determines whether they will be a one-click wonder or 
a customer for life.

Service  
is Simple

Yet we have made it  
overly complicated. 3
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Extraordinary service is your secret weapon to restoring social connectedness  
and creating customer loyalty throughout the chaos. 
Since the COVID-19 pandemic, companies have not only turned their attention to the care of their customers but 
they have been more considerate to the mental and emotional wellbeing of their employees.  

Service is an inside job. What you do as a culture and as a workforce when no-one is watching is your true nature 
in service. There’s no point focusing on the quality of your service externally, if the service among your teams and 
across your department is not a genuine, healthy reflection of what you desire to project onto your customers.

The New World of Service

The opportunity is to remobilise service with transparent communication, 
better soft skills capability, and a more united community at work.

Rebuild connections: 
Through continued communications with transparency 
and empathy, build a culture that highlights the 
humanity and heart in employees and enables 
stronger relationships.

Rewire behaviours: 
Teach employees a set of service behaviours that 
create consistency in how customers are expected to 
be served and strengthen the capabilities of serving 
with skills of the heart.

Restore confidence:  
Develop a Service Mindset beyond safety  
concerns, connect employees back to a sense 
of purpose and clear values of the business and 
acknowledge the emotional and mental  
strain people have been under.

Self-Actualisation
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What will an Extraordinary Service 
Culture do for your business?
The organisations that are creating a customer service mindset and embedding the Service 
Habits in their workplace cultures are doing one thing better than their competitors: 
they are delivering the ‘unexpected’ through an emotional connection. The emotional 
connection is what creates a cumulative advantage for your business. See table below.

A cumulative customer advantage can only be realised when 
a service mindset has been cultivated. You must commit to 
looking at yourself and your people first.

You need to have a cumulative advantage if you have:

• large workforces spread out across multiple locations

• systems and processes in place that need quality 
consistency across multiple touchpoints

• employees who deliver experiences to customers each day.

When your business has achieved a cumulative customer 
advantage, then you have:

• leaders who are skilled to influence the workforce 
positively on a daily basis

• customers who feel connected to a brand, which creates  
a lifetime value

• revenue and profit margins increasing at a sustainable rate.

5
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A sequence and methodology tailored  
to your needs.

Jaquie’s value, in helping you achieve this, is through: 

• Expertise in development of a tailored service program that is 
simple and effective.

• Support to kickstart the initial rollout of the service program 
and ongoing support once momentum is realised to keep the 
spark ignited in the business.

• Mentor a proven distribution process of the message that is 
scalable across the whole business.

Creating an extraordinairy service culture  
is more about a sequence and methodology 
to get the stickiest, lasting results in your 
people. And it starts with the leaders.

How Do You Go About It?

ENGAGE  
LEADERS

1

2 3

45

6

DEFINE  
MESSAGE

TAKE 
MEASUREMENTS

PUNCTUATE 
MOMENTS

SET IN  
MOTION

The sole meaning of life is to serve humanity.

LEO TOLSTOY
6
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Engage Leaders
Get their buy-in and encourage them to 
take ownership of their part in leading 
the cultural change by championing the 
message and methodology as well as 
leading by example. 

This Phase Includes:
1. Discovery workshop with all senior leaders and other 

employees in the business to unpack current company values 
and beliefs around service internally/externally (potential 
listening tour prior to this to hear from frontline, if more 
practical).

2. Reverse brief the outcomes from discovery workshop and 
revise current version of Purpose Statement, Service Values 
and Service Behaviours.

3. Identify and appoint internal service champions  
from all levels of business.

01

Value and Inclusions
• 2 x Workshop to define Service Behaviours

• Design of Service Value &  
Behaviours Collaterals

• Communication Support

The text used to support 
this first stage is from the 
book Service Mindset.

7
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Take 
Measurements
Before we start a journey of transforming 
your service culture, we need to understand 
where we are starting from. What gets 
measured is what gets managed; therefore,  
the intent of taking measurements at 
this early stage of our engagement is to 
understand what your focus areas are when 
determining the performance of your people 
and your customer service.

This Phase Includes:
1. Review people metrics currently in place such as retention, 

promotion rates and years of service.

2. Review employee engagement survey results/pulse survey 
results and any other employee survey data.

3. Review sales metrics currently in place including number of 
transactions/spends per transactions.

4. Review any customer service metrics such as CSAT/NPS and 
any other metrics.

5. Create a measurement framework that shows all agreed key 
metrics on the one page/dashboard that tells a well-rounded 
narrative of your beginning point (Employees and Customers).

6. Decide where we want to move the dial on the metrics agreed 
(both for EX and CX).

02

Value and Inclusions
• Up to 3 one-on-one mentoring sessions

• All collateral and reports to support

8
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Define Message
There is a level of creativity, thought 
leadership and testing of a message that is 
needed so it can translate across various 
generations and a diverse workforce. The 
service messages need to be written in a 
way that all people in the business know 
what the desired values and behaviours look 
like when in action.

The words need to be supported by 
symbols/icons that are easily recognised in 
all touchpoints of the employee experience 
journey.

This Phase Includes:
1. Finalise the service message (Purpose Statement, Service 

Values and Service Behaviours).

2. Design the service message to be on brand with company 
identity, use of icons, logo, symbols and/or imagery for all 
collaterals. (If you have an inhouse marketing & design team 
Jaquie can brief them, alternatively design can come from 
Jaquie’s design team.)

3. Socialise the final message with all involved in the initial 
discovery workshops.

03

Value and Inclusions
• Thought leadership on final service message, 

collaterals and design
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Set in Motion
The initial launch and communication of the 
Service program is a critical component to 
this journey. 

The best outcome when kickstarting the 
program is that people understand from the 
outset that this is not a fad or a project but 
rather an ongoing practice that is expected 
to live on in your company’s DNA every 
day.

This phase of the journey is where regular engagement 
online and communication is most effective and where the 
leaders need to be seen.

A set of universal Service Habits are taught and the 
benefits of practicing these habits are realised. 

This sets up a common service framework for all employees 
in helping shift mindsets and behaviours permanently. It 
takes lots of small steps to strengthen the relationships with 
people you serve. 

Focusing on habits is what increases capability.

This Phase Includes:
There are 27 Service Habits that are taught following the 
learning pathway set out below. The masterclass journey 
supports mastering EQ (Emotional Intelligence) and SQ (Social 
Intelligence) in Service professionals and is designed to keep 
an ongoing conversation and learning focus each fortnight for a 
12-month period. 

There is no silver bullet.

This is a practice not a project, it will take time and persistence 
to shift mindsets.

Mindset
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Service Habits Masterclasses Learning Pathway
Stage 1. Learn the Service Habit 
Each habit is taught via a 45-minute Zoom webcast, facilitated LIVE with a 
Service Habits Facilitator.

Stage 2. Practise the Service Habit 
Post webcast, the participants receive a 3-minute learning video and learning 
jolt (activity) to practice, plus a copy of the recording of the webinar.

Stage 3. Embed the Service Habit – LIVE events 
Participants gather for a one-day immersion (full day workshop)  
x 3 times a year.

This LIVE event helps employees deepen and explore their self-awareness, 
understanding of others and self-regulation practices in being more 
emotionally connected professionals.

These events are highly interactive, including plenty of inspiration, key 
takeaways and team cohesion. They are also an opportunity to reward  
and recognise those who are role modelling the service behaviours.

The text used 
to support 
this first stage 
is from the 
book Service 
Habits 

• Series of 27 Masterclass Webinars

• 3 x 1-Day LIVE events (immersions) 
including guest speakers, interactive 
breakout rooms and team 
celebrations

• Workbooks to support learning

• Access to 66 Days of Meditation 
Program

• Service Habit Journal Trackers 
(Downloadable option available)

• Access to the Online Service 
Academy Video Program Modules

• Learning jolts and activities for all 
the service habits 

• All pre & post communications for 
Masterclass Invitations managed by 
JSMC

• Onboarding Support Session for 
Zoom prior to kick off 

• A copy of Service Mindset & 
Service Habits Books, written by 
Jaquie Scammell

• Service Habits Poster for 
Workspaces

• All attendees receive a certificate 
at the end of the 12 months – 
recognising completion of the 
journey and praising their progress

Value and Inclusions

11
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Punctuate  
the Moments
Now the text is written, it is time to 
punctuate certain moments of the text. This 
is where the desired service culture begins 
to be embedded into the culture and it starts 
to become obvious that this new service 
practice is here to stay. Jaquie will support 
and mentor the distribution of the service 
messages to help drive consistency and the 
desired behaviours of service.

This Phase Includes:
1. Mentoring the structure, priorities and actions taken for 

greatest cut through and slice through all touchpoints: culture, 
behaviour, capabilities, processes, policies, data, resourcing 
and systems. 

2. Mentor with internal communications/marketing team 
storytelling through existing communication channels of good 
service interactions, celebrations of staff living the service 
values, customers compliments.

3. Establish a group of champions/promoters where the primary 
purpose is to be the in-house custodians of the program 
and the champions of change. Jaquie mentors the group 
throughout the year, looking at key priorities and actions 
needed for greatest cut through and slices through all 
touchpoints of culture, behaviour, capabilities, processes, 
policies, data, resourcing and systems.

Socialise the final message with all involved in the initial 
discovery workshops.

The group convenes every 90 days for a 90-minute mentor 
session facilitated by Jaquie (online via Zoom).

05

Value and Inclusions
• 3 x 90-minute group mentoring sessions per 

annum for the Customer Advocacy

• Design and communication support

• Unlimited support from Jaquie 

12
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Take 
Measurements 
Again 
It’s time to measure again to understand 
the behavioural change achieved and 
the success of the initial phase. Review 
performance of people and service 
alongside the indicators decided at the 
beginning of the journey.

At this point you should be in a position 
to measure and monitor the metrics with 
minimal input from Jaquie Scammell.

06
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Moving through the stages 
As you can see there is much involved in shifting mindsets in your people and depending on 
our starting point, commitment and other factors that impact the implementation plan, we will 
go at a pace that works for you. 12 months is a typical timeline; however, some companies 
have completed their steps in nine months and they are off and running.

The preparation
Before we begin, it’s critical we have the right foundations laid.

Download the FREE customer service mindset starter kit to get you underway. Allow 90 minutes and if 
you are unsure of how to use this kit, simply call us and we can guide you through it.

14
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What do others think?
I can’ t speak highly enough of 
having Jaquie not only deliver 
these Masterclasses but also 
provide support and guidance 
on a personal and professional 
level.

I have found the classes and 
whole program enlightening 
and a unique change to the 
way we do things. It’s provided 
a clear direction for myself 
and the team and is already 
showing results in our value 
structure within the business 
in Melbourne. I don’ t believe 
we would have improved or 
set this framework without her 
involvement. We have been able 
to take back many examples, 
points and tricks of the trade 
to help us in the business. The 
HABITS are an absolutely 
fantastic example of this.

Geoff 
Head of HR 
(National Food and Beverage 
Company in Airports)

From a service perspective, our organisation had 
been reasonably static over the last few years, 
during a period of supply chain disruption from 
multiple merger and acquisition integrations. 

A level of frustration had developed among our 
customers and sales teams and we were often 
caught in a process driven cycle rather than 
being solution focused. 

We needed to change our employee mindsets 
from “my job is following the rules” to “I have a 
responsibility to improve what we do and how 
we do it”. 

After seeing Jaquie deliver a keynote speech 
at a Future of Leadership conference, I was 
drawn to explore what that could look like for 
our organisation – her passion for service has 
supported our drive to embed a Service Mindset 
across all functions of the business and we’ve 
seen a considerable behavioural shift. 

The program delivered more than expected and 
has provided the perfect platform to continue 
our journey.

Thanks Jaqs!

Alistair 
Managing Director (Teleflex) 

I saw the words ‘ last webinar’ 
and my immediate reaction 
was ‘No!’.

I wanted to say a HUGE 
thank you for everything you 
have taught me over this last 
year. I need to let you know 
just how much your habits 
have changed the way I think 
and act on a daily basis. 

I have my handwritten habits 
with me in my laptop bag and 
that goes everywhere I do. I 
find myself focusing on a few 
habits that really resonate 
with me, depending on the 
environment and situation. I 
also like reading through the 
list and acknowledging those 
that I know I already do and 
want to keep doing well. That 
gives me a sense of personal 
progression and satisfaction. 
I intend to keep doing so.

Daniel 
IT Service Manager (Global) 
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© Jaquie Scammell 2020 © Copyright —Copy This The Right Way

You have permission to post this, email this, print this and pass it along for free to anyone you like, as long as you make no changes or edits to its original content or digital format. 
Please do pass it along and make many copies. We reserve the right to bind it and sell it as a real book.

Disclaimer We Care, But You’re Responsible 

This book is general in nature, and not meant to replace any specific advice. Please be sure to take specialist advice before taking on any of the ideas. Jaquie Scammell, her 
employees and contractors disclaim all and any liability to any persons whatsoever in respect to anything done by any person in reliance, whether in whole or in part, on this e -book.

JaquieScammell.com  |  0431 133 904  |  hello@jaquiescammell.com

Schedule a Discovery 
Session Today
if you are interested in 
organising an in-house program 
for your leadership team.
My vision is for businesses to develop a service culture 
that goes beyond their individual businesses and one 
that can positively change this world.

Let’s start by creating a service mindset in leaders first... 
and watch the DNA spread throughout your culture.


